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Scouting with a stand in your hand
will improve your customer’s ability
to adjust quickly to what is happen-
ing, but this hunting style requires
stands that are very flexible like this
Lone Wolf Alpha hang-on.

Scouting with a stand in hand will
improve your customer’s ability to
adjust quickly to what is happening,
but this hunting style requires
stands that are very flexible like this
Lone Wolf Alpha hang-on.
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Two of the guys I hunt with
carry backpacks that are so
large and overstuffed it looks

like they’re piggybacking a child into
the woods.  I sure can’t imagine any-
one needing that much gear just to
shoot a deer.  If a product has one
chance in a thousand of producing
success, many serious whitetail
hunters feel it is their sworn duty to
buy it and carry it.  We’ve got scents,
decoys, calls, bow hangers, binocu-
lars, artificial leaves, rangefinders,
scrape drippers, rattling antlers...
you name it and many will carry it.
But how much gear do we really
need to enjoy bowhunting?

If you could only carry two
things, what would they be?  The
bow filled with accessories, of
course.  That’s an easy one.  You
could add a grunt tube or rattling
antlers to bring in deer that are pass-
ing out of range.  But, I’ve had decent
success using my mouth to grunt
them in, and I have a couple of bud-
dies who have actually rattled bucks
in by clinking an arrow against their
bow limb!  The calls probably aren’t
absolutely necessary.  You could add
a rangefinder, but you could always
pace off distances if you had to –
that’s what we used to do.  What else
- scents?  They help, but they aren’t
absolutely critical to the mission.

When push comes to shove, the
only other piece of gear that will
actually make a big difference in the
outcome of the hunt is a treestand.
Sure we can hunt from the ground or
climb a tree and stand on a limb, but
we would be severely limited in the
number of locations we could hunt.
If treestands are indeed this impor-
tant, why is it then that bowhunters
spend so little time choosing one
and shop owners spend so little time
deciding which ones to carry and
how best to sell them?  Many
bowhunters put more effort into
deciding which bow hanger to use
than they do in finding the correct
treestand to compliment their style

of hunting.  That’s where you come
in.

A treestand is extremely impor-
tant to success, and choosing one
that compliments a certain style of
hunting isn’t a chore to be taken
lightly.  In this article, I’ll point out
the pros and cons of portable stands
and offer some hard-working choic-
es.  Make it your goal to help your
customers hit the woods this fall
with stands that work with them –
not against them.

WHY PORTABILITY MATTERS
There is no better way to keep

bucks from knowing they’re being
hunted (always the key factor in tak-
ing a big buck) than moving your
stand location often.  The idea is
either to have dozens of stands up in
good spots so that you can move
often as activity changes or to have a
smaller number of stands that you
can easily put up when you go into
the woods for an afternoon hunt.
Personally, I prefer to combine the
two approaches.  Some of my stands
are up well before the season while I
hold back a few very portable mod-
els for in-season adjustments.  

I have broken down the general
category of “portable” stands into
two sub-categories: super-portable
and semi-portable.  I’ll use myself as
an example of a likely buyer of each
stand type and why I would buy it.
Hopefully this will help you in decid-
ing what to carry and how to sell it.

When presetting stands ahead of
the season I like to use semi-
portable stands.  These tend to be
heavier, larger and more comfort-
able than the super-portable group-
ing.  They still must be portable
enough that I can carry them quietly
and erect them quickly so I can get in
and get out without turning the
event into a St. Pattie’s Day parade.  It
is always my goal to place one of
these stands at each consistently
good funnel.  Since I have the luxury
of being able to take extra time and

make more noise (as little as possi-
ble, however), I prefer a larger stand
in this situation.  I possess a greater
sense of ease when it feels like I’m
standing on something larger than a
postage stamp.

Presetting stands is a noble goal,
but I often run out of time and some-
times have to play catch-up when
the time comes to hunt.  That means
I still have many stands that I put up
the day I hunt them.  In addition to
this need for portability, I also need
the flexibility that comes from being
able to set up stands to match
changes in deer activity.  For exam-
ple, I might find tracks that suggest
serious chasing in one part of my
hunting area in early November.  I
want to hunt that area immediately
because there may be a doe coming
into estrous in that area and I want
to be there as bucks come looking for
her.

The ability to put up a stand
quickly and quietly moments before
you climb in to begin hunting is an
overlooked skill but one that is very
useful to successful deer hunters.
I’m 43 years old, not exactly a spring
chicken, yet I can still do this easily.
If I can do it, any able-bodied 20, 30
or 40-something (even many 50-
somethings) can do this also.  It is a
big market.

To make this strategy work you
need two kinds of stands, those you
can take your time to place and
those you must place quickly in
absolute silence.  There is a big dif-
ference.  Next I’ll get into the features
each of these stand styles must pos-
sess.

SUPER-PORTABLE STANDS
Lightweight, small size: A super-

portable stand should be light-
weight.  For the purposes of this arti-
cle, I will say 12 pounds or less.  It
should be roughly as wide as your
shoulders for easy backpacking.
Primarily these are fixed-position
aluminum stands, but there are also
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a few made of steel construction that
fall into this weight and size range.  

An adaptable mounting system
is important. When you hunt new
locations often, you may not find the
perfect tree exactly where you need
to hunt.  The best stands for this
hunting style give you the flexibility
to hunt in a wide variety of trees:
angled, large and even ultra-small.
You need to be able to hunt from
whatever you find.  If you can’t posi-
tion your stand precisely where you
want it, you’ll be frustrated.  In gen-
eral, strap-on and pin-mount stands
tend to be less noisy than chain-on
models and are easier to lock into a
specific spot on the tree.

Multi-position treestands fall
into this category and are becoming
increasingly popular with hunters –
like me.  These mounting systems
permit the bowhunter to put the
stand up, cut shooting lanes and
then take it down without removing
the bracket or pin that attaches the
stand to the tree.  Having several
such brackets or pins allows the

bowhunter to set up
multiple locations and
carry the stand with him
each time he hunts one.

SEMI-PORTABLE
STANDS

There’s no better
strategy during the peak
of the rut than climbing
into a stand over a heav-
ily used travel route and
staying put all day long.
Many bowhunters like
to set up all their stands
before the season and
then simply alternate
between them.  This
takes the work and
worry out of hunting,
making it easier to sim-
ply relax and enjoy.
Others will use these
same stand locations
only for their morning
hunts, grabbing a super-
portable stand for their
afternoon setups.  

The most comfort-
able and secure stands
available will make the
long waits more enjoy-
able and the day-to-day
hunting more like fun
instead of work.  

Treestand design is heading
toward large platforms and thickly
padded seats – for good reason.
Such designs feel better on two lev-
els.  The thick padding is nice to sit
on and the platform is comforting.
Looking down at a big platform gives
a greater sense of security than tip-
toeing around on a much smaller
one.  Platforms over 22 inches wide
and 28 inches long are a good start-
ing point.  For the ultimate in com-
fort, look for bench-style seats with 2
inches of open-cell foam padding or
one-inch of closed cell foam.

If you plan to leave a stand up
from summer through the end of the
hunting season, you need to take a
close look at the mounting system.  I
personally don’t trust everyone on
the planet to make stands to the
highest specifications.  I want to see
a durable, obviously over engineered
support system before I stake my life

on it.  This is not the place to skimp.  
The most comfortable stands

made are self-climbing models.
However, climbers have two draw-
backs: they are generally quite heavy
and they can’t be used in all types of
trees.  Some are also noisy when
climbing.  If you’ll be hunting an
area with plenty of straight trees with
few limbs - and don’t have far to
carry the stand - climbers are an
excellent choice.  

SUPER-PORTABLE STANDS
ON THE MARKET

Loggy Bayou: (870) 881-9778,
www.loggybayou.com The new
Predator weighs 11 pounds but has a
surprisingly large 24 X 33 inch plat-
form and a very comfortable seat.
Company owner Tim McGehee
made the platform out of a welded
(not expanded) aluminum grid that
he calls Uni-Grid.  It is rigid and
quiet.  You can level the seat and

Basic stand designs, such as this one from Gorilla, are
more than adequate for most hunting situations. Gorilla
stands have removable foam padding for the seat. If it is
going to be a long time between hunts it is wise to
remove the pad between trips.

Circle 225 on Response Card
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platform of this hang-on stand for
use on leaning trees.

At 17 pounds, Loggy Bayou’s
Stalker XL is the lightest climbing
stand they make.  While hang-on
stands are very popular in the north,
east and Midwest, climbers are still
very popular in the south where
most trees are straight and without
limbs up to hunting height.  It has an
attached fold down seat and a sepa-
rate stand up, sit down climbing
attachment.

Hunter’s View: (309) 690-0000,
www.huntersview.com The Bobcat
Lite weighs just 11 pounds and is
made from aluminum.  It has a
medium-sized 18 X 25 inch mesh
platform and a padded bench seat.
It comes with two straps, one for
securing it to the tree and a second
that attaches lower for stabilizing the
stand.  

Summit Treestands: (256) 353-
0634, www.summitstands.com
Summit makes two super-portable
stands in its Deer Deck Lite and
Copperhead Compact.  Both are
constructed from Summit’s innova-
tive interlocking aluminum frame

construction for light weight and
high strength.  I remember when
Summit only made stands from
steel.  They vowed only to make
extremely rugged, safe and stable
stands.  At the time, they didn’t
believe aluminum stands met their
high standards.  Instead of compro-
mising, they invented a new way to
construct stands from aluminum
that produced the desired strength

but at a much lighter weight.  
Both weigh 12 pounds and have

ample platform size.  For example,
the Copperhead Compact offers 20 X
28 3/4 inches of useable platform
while the Deer Deck Lite is 20 X 24
3/4 inches.  The Copperhead
Compact has a triangular shaped
seat while the Deer Deck Lite has a
rectangular bench seat.

Summit also makes climbing

Norway Industries  •  www.duravanes.com  •  1-800-778-4755

New from the makers of 
DURAVANES!  A vane that 
can stand up to the harshest 
equipment and use….the 
SAVAGE is the same familiar 
shape with surprising durability.  
These vanes hold their 
own when used with 
biscuit-style rests 
and any target 
on the 
market.

TOUGH • SILENT • STRONG

Available in eight popular 4” colors: 
white, flo yellow, lime, flo red, red, 
blue, green and black.

Circle 132 on Response Card

Cougar Claw has an innovative new cable system. The cable end is bright and squared,
so it’s easy to see and line up in dim light. But the break-through feature is the slot,
which spans two hole positions on the bar. That means you can use a double pin system
to adjust the position of both base and seat, staying connected with one pin while you
tilt the base or seat up or down to level it with the second pin.

Summit
Copperhead 
Compact
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stands.  The most portable of their
nine climbers is the Open Shot.  It
features the same tree-hugging sys-
tem that Summit stands are famous
for, plus a comfortable padded sling
seat that doubles as a hand climber.
The stand weighs just 14 pounds,
making it one of the lightest, most
portable climbers on the market.  

Cougar Claw: (251) 943-1901,
www.cougarclawusa.com Cougar
Claw only makes aluminum climb-
ing stands, but when used in the
right places, these stands offer
incredible versatility.  

The Cub Prowler is the most
portable climbing stand that Cougar
Claw makes.  This stand weighs 17
pounds and has a nice padded seat
and a footrest for maximum com-
fort.  If you climb trees with a very
tapered profile you will really appre-
ciate Cougar Claw’s latest develop-
ment.  They came out with a leveling
system that you can activate as you
climb.  As the tree gets smaller, you
can tighten the cable system to keep
pace.  That permits you to keep the
platform level as you start climbing
without the risk that it will be point-
ed downward when you get to hunt-
ing height.  

Cougar Claw also makes the Den
II Prowler, a slightly larger and heav-
ier version of the Cub Prowler.  They
also make the large Bubba Prowler
for big-framed hunters.  

Innovative Treestands: 630-553-
6682, or see them on-line at
www.innovativetreestands.com The
Leveler is quite likely the most
adjustable and most flexible hang-
on treestand on the market.  It is very
lightweight (just 9.5 pounds) and is
adjustable to fit on nearly every type
of angled tree you will encounter.
Having such a portable and easily
adjusted stand gives you many
options when you walk in to hunt
with a stand on your back.  

It gains its flexibility from its

unique mounting system.  The
Leveler contacts the tree in four
places, two upper posts and two
lower posts.  You can adjust the
length of all four posts individually.
This permits you to attach the stand
on trees that lean forward or back or
to either side.  The platform has
three discreet positions that permit
you to level it to the slope of the tree,
as well.  The seat height is also
adjustable (what part of this stand
isn’t adjustable?) from 18 to 28 inches. 

While the Leveler weighs just 9
1/2 pounds and has a 22 X 30 inch
platform, the Mag Leveler still qual-
ifies as a super-portable stand
weighing in at 10 1/2 pounds even
though it has a 26 X 35 inch plat-
form.  Both the Leveler and the Mag
Leveler are made from aluminum
and strap on to the tree.  

Innovative Treestands also
makes the Adjuster Climber that
you can level as you climb.  It weighs
18 pounds and has a full stand up,
sit down climbing seat attachment.  

Lone Wolf: (309) 691-9653,
www.lonewolfstands.com The Alpha
Assault is a downsized version of
Lone Wolf’s popular Alpha Hang On.
The Assault weighs an amazingly
light 8 1/2 pounds and features
Lone Wolf’s patented one-piece cast
aluminum platform.  It is rock solid
and super steady in the tree.  It is

The very best stand hunting strategy involves using both big comfortable stands
placed well in advance of the season and super-portable stands that you can place as
changing activity dictates.

Circle 199 on Response Card
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also ultra-quiet with no joined
parts to squeak or loosen.  Both
the fold-down seat and the 19
1/2 X 27 1/2 inch platform level
easily after you have placed the
stand in the tree.  

You have two options when
attaching a Lone Wolf hang-on
stand.  You can use the fixed
strap that attaches to the stand
at both ends through a large
post or you can use the hook
that straps directly to the tree.
With the hook, you can preset
several stand locations and
leave the strap in the tree.  When
you come back to hunt, you
merely have to hang the stand
from the hook and climb
aboard.  

Lone Wolf also makes a pair
of climbing stands: the Alpha
Hand Climber Combo and the

Alpha Sit & Climb Combo.  The Hand
Climber Combo is very light and
easy to carry with a weight of just 14
1/2 pounds.  However, this portabili-
ty comes with a price.  You must sup-
port your weight from your arms
when lifting the platform as you
climb.  The Sit & Climb Combo
allows you to climb by simply stand-
ing up and sitting down.  It weighs 18
pounds and features a padded back-
rest.

Gorilla: (877) 685-7817, or go on
line to www.gorillatreestands.com
The Silver-back XLS is the lightest of
Gorilla’s 16 fixed position stands.  It
weighs 12 pounds and has a 21 X 27
inch platform.  It is typical of all the
Gorilla stands.  It is solidly built (this
one from aluminum though most
are made from steel) and has a basic
no-frills design.  Gorilla hang-on
stands won’t do anything fancy
beyond keeping you safely and com-
fortably in a tree.  The 3-inch thick
seat cushion makes long sits a lot
more comfortable.

Gorilla also makes four climbers.

Now in its fifth year, the strategic sales agreement between ArrowTrade and the two leading bowhunting magazines means you count
ads in all three toward frequency. Depending on the size of your schedule, that could save you thousands of dollars.

ArrowTrade cooperates with the titles that have earned a reputation for delivering a solid response for advertisers, issue after issue.
Bowhunter Magazine now has a paid circulation of 155,924*, while Petersen’s Bowhunting reaches 158,343*. If you do the math you will
see these quality publications also offer the lowest cost per reader, as ArrowTrade does on the “business” side. Taking advantage of these
combination rates is easy. When you talk with Ad Director Matt Granger about an ArrowTrade schedule, let him know how many ads you’ll
be running with Bowhunter and/or Petersen’s Bowhunting in 2008 issues. You’ll receive the cost-effective combination rates shown in the
Media Kits that will be mailed to advertisers and potential advertisers in a few weeks.

When it is time to make your consumer ad buys, let your Petersen’s Bowhunting or Bowhunter Sales Representative know you’re also
supporting ArrowTrade, so they can put you at the appropriate money-saving rate. *Circulation Average for six months ended 12/31/06    ABC

Combination Rates Available For 2008Combination Rates Available For 2008

Watch the mail
in September for your

2008 ArrowTrade
Media Kit
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Some stands will attach easily to
small trees while others will not.
Shown here is a Lone Wolf Alpha
Hang On in a small tree attached
using the optional hook system.
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The Pro-Series Greyback stands are
the most heavily featured, but the
standard Greyback is plenty of stand
for any bowhunter seeking mobility
and flexibility.  It has a net sling seat
and ascends trees using the stand
up, sit down climbing method.  It
weighs 19 pounds.

SEMI-PORTABLE STANDS ON
THE MARKET

Gorilla: Gorilla has 11 hang-on
stands that fall into the Semi-
portable category.  Of these, the Pro
Series King Kong Expedition is the
most interesting.  It is new with a net
sling seat for comfort, a big 24 X 30
inch platform and built-in raised
arm rests.  The stand also features a
padded backrest and raised footrest
at the end of the platform.  The Pro
Series King Kong Expedition weighs
17 pounds.

Ameristep: (810) 686-4035,
www.ameristep.com Ameristep
makes five fixed-position hang-on
stands.  All are constructed of steel
and weigh between 17 and 24
pounds.  They offer a great choice for
hunters looking to hang big, durable
stands that they don’t intend to
move until after the season.

River’s Edge: (800) 450-3343,
www.huntriversedge.com The
Bigfoot is the most popular stand at

River’s Edge.  It is comfort-
able, rugged and afford-
able.  The platform is 24 X
25 inches and the entire
stand is made from steel
and weighs 17 pounds.
The padded bench seat is
very comfortable.  The
stand is solid and does
what bowhunters need a
stand to do. 

Hunter’s View: (309)
690-0000, or  go on line to
www.huntersview.com
Hunter’s View offers ten
hang-on stands and three
climbers.  I can’t begin to
cover them all so I will
touch on one of each.  The
all-steel Razorback is a
large stand with a padded
fold-down bench seat.  The
platform measures 24 X 30
inches and the seat is 20
inches high.  It attaches to
the tree with straps both at
the top of the stand and at
the bottom for complete stability. 

The Hawk climber permits stand
up, sit down climbing and has a full
backrest and armrest.  The Hawk
weighs 30 pounds and is made from
steel.  Hunter’s View makes the Hawk
Lite from aluminum; it weighs 19
pounds.  

Lone Wolf: The new Elite Hang
On is the largest stand that Lone Wolf
makes.  It is ideal for those wanting
to put up a very comfortable, very
solid and very quiet stand ahead of
the season in a favorite location.  It
mounts to the tree using the same
two attachment options as the Alpha
Hang On and Alpha Assault.  With its
giant 24 X 36 inch platform, the Elite
also features a padded backrest and
fold down bench seat and an easy
system for leveling both platform
and seat.  It weighs 20 pounds.  

The Alpha Hang On fits between
the Elite and Assault with a 19 1/2 X
30 inch platform and weighs 12 1/2
pounds.  It features full adjustability
and a molded foam covered fold-
down bench seat.

Circle 149 on Response Card

Sling stands offer great
portability. You literally wear
them to the hunting spot. You
can hang them quickly and
quietly in almost any kind of
tree.
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Summit: The new Deer Deck is a
very large stand that is ideal for
bowhunters who place their stands
before the season.  The stand straps
to the tree and has a fold-down sling-
style seat.  The stand weighs 18
pounds and is the only hang-on
stand that Summit offers made from
all steel.  The platform has a useable
area of 24 X 30 inches.

SLING STANDS
Nothing is more portable than a

sling stand that you strap around
your waist.  You can literally wear
them to the tree, climb to the right
height, hang the rope system that
supports the stand and install a cou-
ple of tree steps.  That’s all there is to
it; you are set to hunt.  Sling stands
are very flexible and surprisingly
comfortable.  The best ones have
built-in backrests.  Also, since you
wear the stand it will fit into nearly
any kind of tree regardless of how
straight it is or how many forks you
find.  This can be a great asset when
hunting areas where you are not sure

what sort of trees you will encounter
when you find the perfect crossing.

Trophyline Green’s Tree Saddle:
(866) 444-4868, www.trophyline.info
The Tree Saddle is a sling that fully
supports your weight.  You only need
to place four tree steps around the
tree at your final height to permit
mobility all the way around the tree.
You won’t get much more portable
than the Green’s Tree Saddle.  The
Ambush Saddle weighs just 2
pounds and you can actually wear it

into the woods.
TreeSuit: www.treesuit.com

Called “The Treestand You Wear” the
TreeSuit is a comfortable sling-style
stand that provides back support
and a solid seat for all day comfort.
It is easy to pack in and out of the
woods and once you get the hang of
hanging it, it’s also easy to put up.
Like the Tree Saddle, the Tree Suit
requires four tree steps for maxi-
mum mobility.

Circle 205 on Response Card

There is nothing more important to the
bowhunter than the ability to hunt fresh
locations regularly. To do that he either
needs many stands up before the season
or a treestand that he can place quickly
and quietly the afternoon he hunts it.
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“The best thing to happen to archery since 
the invention of the compound bow.”

Crazy Horse Archery

Genesis Technology™ eliminates let-off,   
thereby eliminating specific draw length, 

so that anyone can shoot the same bow.

• Kids can’t outgrow it –
because there is no 
specific draw length 

• It’s simple to buy –
no need to measure 
or fit for draw length 

• It’s easy to shoot –
beginners won’t 
develop bad habits 
because the draw 
length is always right

Genesis® Technology™

Everyone can shoot the same bow 

The Genesis®bow was designed to introduce
beginners to archery. Thanks to Genesis®

Technology,TM it fits virtually everyone 
• No specific draw length (fits 15" to 30") 

• Set at 20 lbs., it performs like 
a 35 lb. recurve 

• All the advantages 
of single-cam 
technology

Any bow can 
shoot an arrow...
The Genesis

®

bow
changes lives! 
The Genesis bow is the bow
schools use in the National
Archery in the Schools Program.
Over 200,000 students have
been introduced to archery
through NASP. More importantly,
archery has proven to have a
profound impact on students 
and educators alike... 

“It is such a joy to see kids learning, 
developing skills, getting involved, and 
having fun. There is absolutely no down-
side to this program. Any school not 
offering this to their children is missing 
a golden opportunity.” 
Rich Prewitt – principal 
Whitley County Middle School

“I’ve never had so much fun coaching 
a sport in an educational setting in my 
20-plus years of teaching. I feel we reach
the students academically, socially, 
emotionally, mentally and physically.” 
Tina Davis – athletic director and teacher 
Trigg County Middle School

“For the kids who are not ‘traditional’ 
athletes, you can witness their self-esteem
drastically improve when they experience 
a little success with a Genesis bow.” 
Kyle McKune 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Kids bug me all the time wanting to shoot
the Genesis bows.” 
Scott Ricks 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Schools are discovering [another] big 
benefit of the [National Archery in the
Schools] program. Attendance is higher 
on archery days.” 
Central Kentucky News Journal

The Genesis® bow... The Genesis® bow... 

2035 Riley Road, Sparta, Wisconsin  54656 

(608) 269-1779

For the next generation!

Want to help get archery in your schools? 
Visit www.genesisbow.com

Supporter of
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